NOT JUST HOLES IN THE GROUND
A SCREENING TOOL FOR IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL FUTURE GROUNDWATER SUPPLY WELL LOCATIONS

INTRODUCTION

METHODS

The Town of Sharon is a community of 18,000 residents

Geographic Information System (GIS) software was

located about 45 minutes south of Boston, MA. The town

utilized to evaluate the suitability of each 35 x 35 meter

relies on a network of six groundwater pumping wells for

quadrant of the town for siting a new well. Suitability was

it’s water supply. Sharon’s population is growing at a

based on seven categories, each with a set of criteria

After creating maps for each of the categories, a new layer

modest pace and, despite instituting a series of water

explained in the table below. Each of these categories

was created by overlaying all seven maps, such that the

conservation measures, water demand is projected to

represents an important consideration for determining the

values of each quadrant were summed. A large multiplier

increase beyond the limits of the existing water sources in

affordability of well construction, or predicting the ability

was added to the Distance From Roads layer because it is

less than 30 years. In response to this projected shortfall,

of the well to provide plentiful and safe water to town

illegal to construct a well in close proximity to a roadway.

the Sharon Water Department commissioned a study to

residents without harming the environment. A map was

The result of combining these maps is a matrix with a large

evaluate potential locations for a new water supply well.

created for each category. This was accomplished such that

range of values. The smallest quadrant values have the

This project replicates the methods utilized in that study.

every quadrant has an assigned value, ranging from 1 to 3,

most favorable characteristics. Quadrants considered less

with a value of 1 assigned to a quadrant that has the most

favorable are sufficiently far from roads, but have a number

favorable characteristic.

of unfavorable characteristics.

OVERVIEW OF SHARON, MASSACHUSETTS

The maps displayed below are the results of the value
assignment process for each category. The color green
represents a favorable characteristic.

CRITERIA

CATEGORY
Aquifer Yield
Water Quality
Permit Restrictions
Connection Cost
Land Cost

The well should be located in a high yield aquifer that will allow a large quantity of water to be continuously withdrawn.
The well should not be located near water quality hazards. Agricultural and pastural lands are less desirable locations due to the potential
presence of fertilizers, pesticides, and animal waste. The well should be located more than 400 feet away from solid waste facilities, oil and
hazardous substance release locations, and groundwater discharge sites.
Installing a well in an environmentally sensitive area would require an expensive permitting process. This includes locations within 100 feet of a
wetland, within 200 feet of a water body, within a 100-year flood zone, or designated Areas of Environmental Concern. Installing a well in
National Heritage or Endangered Species Program areas may be prohibited.
The cost of connecting a new well to the water grid increases as the distance from an existing water main increases.
Land acquisition is a significant part of the well cost. Locations on land already owned by the Town of Sharon are most cost effective. Privately
owned land can be more expensive, and land owned by the county, state, or federal governments will be even more difficult to acquire. This is
also true of property in land or conservation trusts.

Watershed Recharge

Certain watersheds in Sharon are already experiencing a deficit of groundwater recharge due to pumping from existing wells, or large amounts of
impervious surfaces. The new well should be located in a watershed that is not experiencing a significant groundwater recharge deficit.

Distance From Road

Vehicle transportation is not allowed near a wellhead due to the significant hazard presented by accidents and spills. The well must not be
located within 400 feet of a roadway.

Projection: NAD 1983 Massachusetts State Plane FIPS 2001.
Data Sources: MassGIS, Town of Sharon GIS, Town of Sharon Water Department.
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AQUIFER YIELD

WATER QUALITY

QUADRANT FAVORABILITY FOR FUTURE
WELL LOCATIONS

PERMIT RESTRICTIONS

CONNECTION COST

CONCLUSIONS
This study has identified a number of favorable locations for
future well development. It is important to keep in mind that this
project is a screening tool, and only seven categories of information
were included in the analysis. Not all of the “most favorable” locations may ultimately be suitable for a water supply well. Furthermore,
the quadrants considered “most favorable” may change depending
on each manager’s priorities. Nonetheless, this tool provides detailed
information that can assist water managers identify potential future
groundwater supply well locations.

LAND COST

WATERSHED RECHARGE DISTANCE FROM ROAD

> 500 feet
< 500 feet

